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in that

nEuistics, but even more from psychology. What I wish to do is to offerLa
a definition and general description of communication which will make use of the

insights of those disciplines without falling into the trap or the single process

model, and at the same time use technical terms as near as possible to everyday

speech. T think both those criteria are most likely to be satisfied by using a

systems approach.

N

1.5.rtems and_Trp9sep

What sorts of things are said to be the agencies of communication--

its senders and receivers? To answer this, let's boil down the world of

our experience into its more basic parts and relations. The simplest

mechanistic view pictures a billiard ball world in which objects of

various sizes trade energies with each other by a variety of interactions:

mechanical impact, heat transfer, electromagnetic effects. As lona as

each interaction balances the books--that is, as lona as we know where

the energy came from and how it is spent-- this simple picture can he

maintained.

nut the world 4s Pull of or Teets which fail--at least in the short

run, and sometimes Por a very lona time--to hel.,nce the energy hooks.

ineominr stimulus which might he expected to move, heat, or damare the

object, or at 1K1st he transmitted through It like electricity Plonp a wire,

rstead seers to do nothing: it is as iP the enerriT prclarcri
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Or, worse yet, the object may respond to the stimulus, but in an

unexpected manner. A thermostat which has made no response to five

degrees of temperature incree,se in a cold house will answer the next half

degree by shutting off the furnace. A rifle trigger, slowly squeezed,

will suddenly release catastrophically dangerous chemical-mechanical

events. A rock which has moved imperceptibly under repeate4 sledge

hammering will on the next blow fracture cleanly from top to ottom. An

anthropomorphic imagination would he tempted to picture a perverse

intelligence in each of these things, bent on making its own choices,

regardless of what we do to it.

But before we reject such a fancy, let's consider what common element

has tempted us to it. Each of those objects- -and we may certainly add

human beings to the list stores and converts energy in such a way that

its response can only be understood and predicted by adding knowledge of

its internal structure to what we know of the incoming stimulus. What

inspired us to hunt for demons, then, was a perfectly legitimate similarity

between human beings and other objects: They share - -in varying degrees, of

course--the property of internal orcanization. Or, to put it another way,

they are sstems..

A distinction among systems may help us to focus on an important

attr;bute which they share. Of those mentioned above, the thermostat and

the rifle are artificial, the rock and the human being natural. Since the

artifcial systems required sore heran intervention to bring then into

existence, we may treat them for the moreit as special cases,, servir47

pirposes beyond themselves. DPt the orystal strileture of a rocs and the

psychob4.ologIcal Trilotre of humankind arise, as far as we can telly fror,
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the abiLty of certain combinations of events to maintain and propagate

themselves in the face of whatever their universe may be. since survival

is the payoff, any change in a natural system which will help it to stay

intact and/or to reproduce will tend to be preserved, until we may

eventually say that the purpose, of survival has, by natural selection,

been built in to the system. The crystal maintains and propagates its

structere in a relat4vely simple environment of physicochemical forces,

while human beings must answer to a much more complex universe. Artificial

systems will not have the purpose of survival unless it is deliberately

built in, and we have not generally found t? is worth the trouble. (Various

overload cutoffs, such as circuit breakers and fuses, in electrical systems,

and the impactabsorbing bumper are exceptions.) The artificial system,

however, does "have" whatever purpose was designed into it, answering to

some limited portion of its environment.

The relationship I have labeled with the expression "answering to"

appears at many levels. In a primitive mechanical system natural selection

contributes only those structural elements which resist the usual surrounding

pressures: the answering is, say, a particular crystal structure which is

equivalent to, or re,prents, these pressures. In a complex biological

system, built on the evolutionary accumulation of experience, distant,

future, or only imagined environments are answered to, or represented, in

advance. represented must be some part of the system itself, all the

way up tc the full reflexivity of humans and possibly some other pr4mates--

+he answer to an answer, so to speak. Representation may, of course, 4rclnde

cooing, so that ',he image need rot actually reso,,ble, what

Trdeed, we might ref loct that the rirt,in oP lles pref.isely in the

fact that events do not generally answer to each ether by identity, 1)11t

by complementation.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

We entered into this descr3ption of systems- with-purposes-in-

environments in order to discover the agencies of communication. A

diagram may help el,e to picture the relationships I have in min6. Taking

the observable stimulus and response events as our starting nodos, we

try to trace a simple path (straight solid arrow) through seem unknown

object on the aseunption that its parts will be affected independently

(without relation to each other), these effects obeying the laws of

chance and giving us an averaged response directly predictable from the

stirelus. But we do oot always find the "empty space" of randomness.

Instead, we encoenter a set of internal relations which upset or greatly

conplicate our predictions, and whose results are sufficiently Independent

of the environment and sufficiently consistent so that we mark them as

having emrsose. The greater this complexity, the more we ascribe to it

systemness", or consciousness., as some writers, such as Pierre Tellhard

de Chardin, have broadly used the term. This more complex path is

represented by the upward-curving dotted arrow.

4.0

S

7'et cep' diaeram allows es to exploit also an .;ntrigeing property

of netwer'eeenape3y, that Ilteeestine things happen when nodes

peeks are excl':an!!ed each r,t!-..,r. 4%h1 9 rroplt ;r1

°C.;1Ad Tf We? v,rw +7.1en fee vseem (Cr congr,4nnqness),

(-%r rrrTe8s-:Na1-rl': 9 !!e(341, !,r1A

syste,, (dowrwn/l-ciirri-f reselt is wha4,
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we call communication. The former response node now becomes a channel

(rath) connecting the two systems, and from the second system's viewpoint

it is a stimulus.

Dos that mean that just any inter-system event, like two people

bumping into each other on the street, will therefore constitute

communication? Let's look at how we would answer that in everyday usage.

We'd say no, alless, one of the parties can be said to have gained inrtrmation--

for instance, to have concluded that the other person must be in a 'furry',

or arrogant, or anxions. But there is a further condition: the information

gained must be of a certain kind. If T collide with another pedestrian,

I may decide, ruefully, that he weighs 250 pounds or is travelling at

20 miles per hour. That's new information, but it rloesn't come to me

frm that other person in his character.asa srtem. We have seen that

systems have either natural snrvtval-related purposes keyed to their

Eeneral environment or artificia rynpn9Ps designed for a special segnent

of the environrent. T W1011 to Irr7,ns +hat we (should) speak of communication

only when what passes throuch the nh,.nrel is information about another

systen asa_system, that is, having a purpose in a particular environment..

Surely such a ciefinition is rn prnl,lem with respect, to interpersonal

contacts. But it has perhaps unevrected results when applied to

borderline cases. For instance, if a television prounr; nonitor 19

watchip;. procrTps relard 1-,y satellite, he is not in cortirunicption witb

f.).9 qat9liite, Wifln nrizinal sender of t,S A viv,4nor4lll. 1;c3 19

nh.okirp r' +. by to-e (10+ llifA in ardor antern st

4+9 Tig4 i c iot ln nornnlinication, ,erely n'hservirc it. ir

he i9 interpretinr, data firm t nut 1,,y +.he satellte on its internpl teroperatura,
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pitch, yaw, and roll, or amount of incident light, then by this

definition he is in communication with it.

A similar distinction might be made between the biologist studying

the interior mechanics of an ecosystem (rot communicating) and the

naturalist exploring the way c. larger set of conditions has shayed the

responses of that system. The latter is communicating, we might also say,

because he is focusing on the 52aninas of phenomena. The expression

"communing witl, nature", when it 3s intended as more than a mildly amusing

cliche, implies this sort of relationship.

AlthougY4I-referrecl above to the possibility of regarding another

person as merely a mass with a velocity, the fact is that in the noriral

range of interaction with other peopl' I'm are always in coTmunication.

:2od3ly position, gestures, direction of gaze, pupil size, grooming,

clothing style--all of these and many more characteristics are treated

IT us, often "automatically", as cues to the other person's usual or

momentary relationship with his surrounding environrent. This habitual

sending and receiving of personal cues is so dependable that communication

theorists (7requenly say "You cannot

we mnst go to abnormal states such as

schzop:hrenics: a feeling that one is

surrounding worlri is flat, colorless,

row corgi lni cat e. " 'or exceptions

those oceasionally reported by

hollow, Pfmpty, and that the

and witho,A nearing. such

a person, while he may he incape-le at th,,t roment of receivine communication--

and ver+ps only later can he delJber,tely seer? -- n-:ierstnod t-

a clinleia--that the clinician 11,ny be able to "read" 1%is behavior

ns (es tc his current relation to his surrourdnf?s,
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This last case suazests two details of definition that we will have

to face in spite of paradcx: First, that communication may take place

without awareness: second, that it may be entirely mistaken. The expert

broken-field runner or the expert pivot man on a basketball team would

probably be unable to tell us--or himeelf--what cues in his opponents'

and teammates' behavior rar;e him able to project their purposes into a

new set of positions and vectors 5, 10, or 15 seconds in the future, but

the consistency of his performance makes it impossible for es to deny

that commmnication has taken place. 1,Tih reepeet to more commonplace

experience, all of us act, at one t4ene or another, on intuitions about

the mood or intentions of others. If pressed, we might hazard an

explanation of such a hunch or the basis of fleeting facial expression,

gesture, or tones of voice. But normally we are not so pressed, and

the intuition seers to present itself ready made, not as an induction

fror specific observeione. Thus, commamication without awareness of

any message as such. And of eourse this phenomenon may operate in

both qirections, givinE rise to ''love at first sieht" or to mysterious

mutual antipathies.

If we drop awareness as a necessary conditior of communtcation, we

are rercel to take the second step of droppinr acv,Iracy. Even apart

frol phllosoph'e arguments about the elusiveness of truth, we know

clinically that behavior without awareness Is liVely to reflect old

motivations and memores which wouldn't stand the spot'Meht of adult

examinat;on. fur readlnr of other people's resiures may be l'a8ed on

a cildl,00d reaetiov to slmilar gestures 1-7 a pareet-ea reacinll we

accept only because we are ,tnaware of it.
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But we need not rest our case on a relatively exotic instance.

Any time we exchange words with someone, those words carry meanings

somewhat different for the two of us. How different? There is no

accepted measure. How different do they have to be in order to

invalidate the conversation? We can't answer that either unless we

know what the particular purpose of the conversation is --or might

become.. Better adm:It defeat: cot runs may be just plain wrong.

Please don't regard that conclusion ac merely an arbitrary fallout

from sloppy definition. Consider, rather, that it may yield an extremely

useful tendency to caution for all of us. All too often communication

is touted as a panacea for social and personal problems, with the

unstated assumption that it must lead to truth. But all too often we

may instead gather misinformation and pile one misunderstanding on

another in a conammicative transaction, Meetings arranged across

generation or culture boundaries to "promote mutual understanding"

may, perhaps even for reasons we are unaware of, leave the participants

with their mistaken prejudices deepened or embittered.

To summarize, then: all that we ask of communication is that

it involve two systems in an interaction such that at least one of

them gains from the stimuli put out by the otherintentionally or

not - -some information about the other's representation of its environment,

and therefore, by implication, of its purposes. The definition is

sati efied even 3f that information is false.

The Tria,g2

We shall call the representation which a system carries of its

environment its image -- or we may refer to certain parts of the

representation as images. In this we follow the usage of Kenneth Poulding
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in his book, TheTmae (1956). Boulding, however, seems at times

undecided about how far he wishes to extend the notion of image. When

he says,with he that fish and reptiles have "some sort of

Image of their environment" (p. 24), he seems to lean toward a learning

criterion. But earlier in the same yaragraph he suggests that "the

image of the plant may be thought of as a property of its genes alone".

take the latter usage to be preferable. That is, if we accept the

earlier argument--that the effect of repeated evolutionary testing is to

favor aggregations with a purpose of surviving, plus subordinate purposes

serving that end (i.e., systems)-- then in seems reasonable to speak of

some level of image in all such aggregations. We shall return shortly

to the re:lotion between purpose and image.

First, hal ever, some comment on the possibility of images in social

organizations. Boulding concedes that social organizations are open

systeps: they have "a through --put of individuals", a pattern of developnert,

end tend to seek out parti celar goals through varied and internally complex

means, adjusted by means of feedback. But, he insists, it is the human

member tlit "has the irzige, rot the organization. image structure lies

wholly within the fraTes of the individuals composinE the organizations."

If this were strictly +rue, sulArit, we weld not find social, system

a+ a1.7, only vorentary ad,:nsteeets hy casstel Envilps or irdivduals.

The ireaee eirbodie,:; in a social system ts, of course, ruch cruder

t1-an what an individeal ear handle. JO doubt, tinet ls what Poulain? had

in mind. ail], It r,igh+ be instrecive to rerleet on eme of the element,

of the 4raqe or education embodiee in ? u, 'versify, f'or iestance. wonld

eee it &Tari-meni,a)1?=0, fr,49nented -.mall tiro en:ts, pac3.-trwl in

semesters, and In'lt aroun0 personal intercctien. "Zemorles of 11,
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utility, any one of the characteristics might clash with the inages

held by individual employees of the university. But the permanence of

social system will always depend in part on its ability to induce a

sufficient number of people to incorporate a significant portion of its

relatively simple image into their more complex ones.

The purpose of these comments on Eoulding's Image has been to

establish that havir,:, or exl:odying an image is a property of systems of

all levels of cv,plexity.

The Flan

I have argued that the imae is a concomitant of the purposeful

character of systems. But a more specific analysis is needed of the

relation between image and purpose. This need was recognized by Miller,

(7-alan!,er, and Fribram in their book Plans and the Structure of Behavior (1060).

They were aware that Bv.ilding's image-holding organisms, like Tolman's

cognizing rats, might end up "lost in thought" if there wore nothing to

l!rk image with action.

Their answer was the formal concept of the plan. The stri.Ictvre of

a plan is a TCT: sequence -- an acrorym for Test-Operate-Test-Exit --

which is patterned after a computer program segnent or subroutine. A
4 1

system may b?: said to "wa.lt" soTretYn,7 if an intial Test comparison of

its 1Dreqent state vith a stcz.erl ima,,e of a positvelz, vl:led state yield!,

a discropancy. The plan then calls for the system 1-.o enter the Dporate

fit pp, In wh:.ch +:?.-.2 present stte chaned, Arotl-er Test is then perfov.red,

and if the discrep=cy is close ts, 7ero, the syflte "%its fo,,

particlar plan. 'Zatrally, the Te.7t-Operate sec)ence will repeated

3
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as many tires as necessary to reach this goal, or until some higher

level TCTE unit interrupts it to satisfy hi ;her priorities. In addition--

and tills is a very important feature of the modol--any 01.,erate routine

may itself consist of one or a sequence of other' TOTE 'mats, so that

any plan may turn out to be an indefinitely complex hierarchy of subplans.

Miller, Galanter and Pribram say that "the central problem of this

book is to explore the_relation bet,2mon the 111. the Pl.n," and this

they do with a Ereat deal of success. v,i't th4s success lies primarily

tl.e demonstration that Inaqe and Plan are concepts ,.,sefr.1 torrether

describing human behavior. I want to suggest here that we take the further

step of seeing these concepts as 7plallit eiefj.!Linc and as representing

phenomena that protlIc6, each otie r. in working systems. And beyond that

harking back to my earlier discussion -- we must see copannication as a

kind of plan bringing thr, images in the sender to bear upon the images in

the receiver, where those inages in turn are part. of their respective

systems! raster plans of fr.lrvival: ond so on in an endless duality of plan

and image.

Tie . ral

The con!.-1 Jr we need, 7' qu'rnriA, lies in the vage phrase used

Par' er : t' of i he interna3. neani I or e. irag s,. ) n ary qy;t er,

1-'4/cc.TAs w''at 44: 4 17. "answeriry 4.o" on'rrnr,,,Pn+, To

;44,40, in f.1119 "a,swer'-'flprc.,99 co,14 rics well 40 + ,1 44 1

(leg),) f.he prc,ness, Put pa case understa-d f.hzt 1-'. s

acc(nnt i5 strerl r, card lrA Pd.)4:.d +C 44 ("1 r 4 rs'N'implv,c!.

1'.1 a ,-et s St art ng poi it ' 9 t 9 * a c nr.L;
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to organism to environment in which a stimulus gives rise to a more or

less complex response. The circuit is "vexed in" to the system; in other

words, it is a plan which runs off in a sequence that depends on the

structure, or image built into the nervous system. But that image is the

result of a developmental plan of construction operating at the biochemical

level, which in its turn originates in the genetic image coded in DNA

molecules. And so on. The schema operates primarily through the

principle of assimilation: Any one of a wide range of stimuli is sufficient

to trigger a grasping, or a sucking, or a head-turning reflex. At this

early stage, Piaget emphasizes, the object has no independent identity

for the infant. To put that another way, the object is part of the

infant's plan, but there is nc equivalent image to go with it, except the

anatomical structure of the reflex.

Taking some liberties with Piaget's carefully graded levels, we may

describe a second stage in which the initial schemas get modified by

the learning process. Specifically, some runs through the schema are

renewed by satisfactory states, ethers by unsatisfactory. Although the

eriLinal schwa entails a rather wide assimilation of different stimuli into

thn same pattern, adding varying outcomes to a schema with some degree of

predictability results in enough hunting by the system to produce consistent

variations in the schesa. (Now we have,by the way, the minimum material

recessary, according to r,eorge (1055), for a constmct: :A. least two

siei)a- experieeeee, an at least one experieree in relevant contrast with

ther.) The v%rlation in the qcher:: to answer to the contrast, Piaget would

call aeeemrodntien. sse we are etill 4.%-,11KinE n/^(N'It rlsns anri thei

elaloratien.

At e nen& stce , rote +n creep in, T1^ :! 1p-e-er has a

rerenrtoire of plars to answer to )-,cr.,3".s",rly var s;tuatInrt. 7<lriv of
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the plans, of neceseity, overlap. That is, they use the same parts

of the body or, more significantly, the same parts or assemblies or patterns

in the nervous system. When an action is learned with one hand, for

instance, it is already less difficult to learn At for the other. And

the data on synesthesia suggest that a sevence of events recorded in one

sense !eodality is vite easily carried over into another - perhaps most

easily by those least inclined tc "tbini," about what they are dolng. As

these overlaps rile nr, onr nervoes system beeomes more and mere able to

abstract the eemmon elements rrom the plans and store them separately.

so that they are available for use In new combinations. At the same tire,

actual contact at the organism- environment border becomes less and less

necessary.

The learner is now able to "run through" a plan Jrternally, withoet

aetezally receiving the appropriate stimules or making the answering motions.

Cr he may instead simply "refer to" those abstracted overlapping elements

from different plans - ae-3 if he does this hm is usiec for the First time

own rudimentary 'mare. To the exent that this ebstractive process

takes place, Piaget would say, to that extent the orerrenment talies on

eb:ective existence from that person's viewpoint.

*e pay add here a final stage of learning, one in which the rehearsal

even of internal plans '9 no longer reeeseary, and the leareer bee integrated

+he abstractions 'r fOry4.3(1 in +1.e previrets etege in+0 get re f`

oreanleed ,rd related internal iraL.es, coreeepondle,:, +e a r111:r objectiried

ex+ernel worl'i. (Whether +hese two sireeteres are reelly

leave for the pe+aphysiei,ee to fieere opt.'

Ti l-s learning 1-ed1 is or eoeree mecb vNY eetiee of the

flesh-and-'loeri learn.): lq +he+ he le at 711 these le-elle simel+armeeely
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with respect to different fields of experience: most adults present a

wellintegrated image of, say, visual experience, but pally are moral

assimilators. Rut oven allowing for a much more complex reality than is

here presented, we may now state a fairly simple summary of the relationship

between image and plan!

1. image is the locus of a plan. This expression is used exactly

in the geometric sense. If we are told to find the points equidistant from

a given point, that As a plan. Execnted enough times so that the points all

run together, it yields an imai:'e not found in any single execution, but in

the overlap alone.

2. A plan is a chain of imates. Consider the oriFinal characterization

of a plan ae a TOTE unit, with praetically unlimited nesting possibilities.

,,eh test- seoPert of sneh a nest, contains an image to he used as a test

critericv. each i%est is passed, Jr ord!r according to the TOTE organization

cf the plan, the organi sr . passes on to the next test image. We see, then,

that a chain of imaees is a proper shorthand for the wIlele plan.

some TntegrationsandF4ensions,

Early in this paper, we considered a definition of convoinication

which ties it inseparably to the ncncepts of system, image, and pirpose.

on the preceding oiscnssion of plan and iracre, we are ir a

pcsitIen to rounci ent cur communication nodel by using those terms as the

lal,els the nrieirel duality. One system contains an image. For that

imaee to eench another eystem, a plan T!.ust be executed. .n the ease of

eeletenfieeal ce-mnnieation, the plan is a set or direetions in the receiver

which pcledes general scarnin', followinF a specif'.c sequence of stimnli,

interpret:- +he sequence, and eormittinr the reselt te some kind of storaPe

Ili

:
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which may or may nut involve alteration of the receiver's image. If

the communication is intentional, there is also a plan at the sender's

end, including selection of the message to serve some higher-level plan,

and an encoding and transmitting process. As noted above - in different

terms - there is no guarantee that the sender's and receiver's plans are

perfectly matched, though some minimum correspondence at the coding level

must be present for any image at all to be transmitted.

Man" and "image" are reifications. You may find it preferable to

avoid the pitfalls of nominalization by thinking of them as two basic

processes. For that purpose, Jakobson and Halle, in Funtmentals of

Le,neopz2 (195A), have provided the terms "sequence" and "substitution".

They point out that different writing styles may exhibit the dominance

of one or the other process: that (the extreme) Prose is narrItive and

circumstantial, while Poetry substitutes elements metaphorically and

symbolically. They also describe cases of aphasia where one of the processes

is severely disturberl while the other is left untouched. Lacking the

sequence process, one aphasic must communicate hy blurting out clusters

of label s -- replacing: the automatized plan of grammar,which he has lost, with

a makeshift and socially unstandardized plan of his own. Another aphasic,

lacking the substitution process, may produce streams of familiar grammatically

ordered speech, bet if he hesitates or ventures into unfamfliar sequences

vocabulary :!s lost, unless it an be holstered hy adding nonverbal. context.

Considering the aenPrqlity or the plan /image (sequence/suhstitution)

clstincHon, we may he emboldened to raise some questions ahout currently

popular theories of 3aneuarie learring. We are often told that the forms

of language have thPir own spd':tial innate roots in the human nervous system.

Yet when the acciderts of particular 1..ancllages are stripped away, the
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remaining inventory of linguistic universals seems hard to distinguish

from a list of cognitive attributes without specific reference to language.

We should not forgetunder pain of being sliced up by Occam's Razor

that speech utterances are a highly portable, conveni ent, and pervasive

element in nearly every child's experience. The child is overwhelmed

with a profusion of plans 1.e., sentences overlapping in highly stable

combinations. Yerely allow the child the innate capacity to abstract,

and from those overlars will emerge the linguistic universals, in the

of the particular forms of the child's native language. in a sense,

those linguists who have even us grammatical analyses of young children's

laneuage witness by their own behavior to the inductive nature of linguistic

learning. How do they discover the form class membership of the child's

words -- those generalized images from which erammatical plans are

constructed? Why, they record the privileges of occurrence of these words

in sequence with other words. What else could they do?

This insistently inductive view, Jr which linguistic substitution

nlasses crow out of repeated overlapping sequences, throws a somewhat

differer+ light on swantic theory than we are accustomed to. Behavioristic

and neobebavioristic psycholorty have at+empted to hardle !leonine by locating

14 le ehnins of stimuli and responses (Osgood e+. al, 1.954). rixed at ihm

seqeence level, they cannot tell us what happened to Helen when she

Row that "water" ii-Td not merely occur with water, but toEl_ir.s_plaee.

linguiste have gone the other way, for the most part. '4e have seer

e rein; ber of sorlisticated attempts (ratz and Fodor, end ChRre, 1970,

for example) to absorb semantics into the beautifully defined world of

eyntax, bet tley do no+ woo}' 7(*(,), beeauee the vagaries of

eontet are a, ways interferine. rfi,ose theoriee face d4ester, for ex?.? p:1.0,
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with the all-too-common problem of prepositions, The machine trAnslators

racked thei. brains for years trying to find common elements in all the

usos of single prepositions, but my undergraduate college professor in

ilnglo-Eaxon had a workable alternative. "Once you've decided it's a

preposition," he used to say, "just put in an modern English preposition

that fits." His solution recognized the fact that preposition choices,

in particular, are determined to a very large extent by imlediate context

rather than by logical derivations.

submit that a semantic theory wh'ck. rngnizes the pl:nAnage

duality in communication systers will have to lormalize that distinction

in the discussion of word weanings. Fart of the job has been done: the

tem "feature" bas been adopted - oriz;inally from the doilain

of phonology - tn label the variou', substitution classes to which a word

.',nong structural anthropologists, the equivalent term is

"component", while cognitive psychologists, depending on *ether they are

experiental or clinical in their inclinations, have adopted "dimension"

and "construct" respectively. The sequence element has been recogni7ted,

Hut not rorrnally. sugges+ that tho tern "valence", 'ust as it is

in che::::.3tr'r c a rata a1 choice .

tiuch se:r,nte theory, a progranner, designir, S co-putor

',ranslatir syster, for instance, wo-ld sot np a lexicoll in whIc each

,acrd entry carried both a l%:t of fo-ti,ros (begnning Wtl! rcrn cl-ss

r-eml-orship and workin dcw'p to general reaures animate,/inanimat,-, good/

l'ad, etc. - and then to partlorlar features - viet/noisy, wet/dry,

rarilar/str-oge, .to.), and. a list of valences ranging from the Highly

or(ani7ed and obligatory ones we call -lyntactic ft the looser rolatio)r3

of observed Eenera2 co-occ:IrrPnoe.
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This quick sketch is by no means a semantic theory. But it

may offer a reasonable framework around which one could be huiit. If

this framework does have merit, it is primarily because it reflects the

basic processes involved, as I have argued above, in communicative systems.

Like many discussions in systems theory, this paper has run the

risk of attempting to stir up excitement about the obvious. Is it,

after all, anything more than a mere rediscovery of function and structure?

Perhaps not, but it may be that dressing them up in new terms will allow

us to explore with a fresh vision the dynamic relationships between them

that are necessary to a systems view of communication.
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